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Abstract: We propose and demonstrate a new SERS substrate architecture
that couples a dense three-dimensional (3-D) cavity nanoantenna array,
through nano-gaps, with dense plasmonic nanodots; and a new
nanofabrication that combines nanoimprint, guided self-assembly and selfalignment and has fabricated the architecture precisely, simply,
inexpensively and over large area (4-inch wafer). We experimentally
achieved not only high area-average SERS enhancement (1.2 × 109) but also
excellent uniformity (22.4% variation) at the same time over the entire
large-area sample by measuring 90 points with a regular mapping distance.
The best uniformity achieved is 15% variation over 1.6 mm by 1.6 mm area
at slightly lower enhancement factor and is independent of the excitation
laser probe size, which had an area varying from ~1 to 10,000 μm2.
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1. Introduction
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [1–3] potentially have enormous applications in
many areas of chemical and biological sensing, including single molecule detection [4–7],
non-intrusive study of reaction dynamics [8–11], and identification of trace amounts of
biological pathogens and dangerous chemical species [12–14], to name a few. The
fundamental physics of SERS (dominantly by a local electromagnetic (EM) enhancement and
weakly by chemical enhancement) [2,15,16] has been extensively studied and generally
understood, and high SERS enhancements have been observed at certain spots of a substrate
[4–6,17]. However, despite enormous efforts over many years, two central challenges, which
hamper SERS applications, remain unsolved: how to significantly increase the area-average
SERS enhancement, and how to overcome the “sparse hot-spots” problem (the SERS
enhancement is high only at a few random spots) [18].
The failure to solve the above challenges comes from three aspects. First, the area-average
SERS enhancement and large-area uniformity involve multiple physical processes/parameters,
how to optimize them and what should be the SERS substrate architectures for such
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optimization are still open questions. Second, the SERS dependence on the fourth power of
the local electric field enhancement makes it extremely sensitive to the nanofabrication
accuracy and hence hard to control when structures are extremely small. Therefore it is an
open question that what should be the high-precision nanofabrication technology and which
SERS substrate architecture can lessen the sensitivity of the area-average SERS enhancement
and uniformity to the nanofabrication errors. And third, since electron beam lithography
(EBL) has limited area and throughput, it is also unclear what should be the technology for
fabricating SERS substrates over large area.
For examples, most of the traditional and commonly-used SERS substrate architectures
are solely based on the local electric field enhancement from the sharp edges or the small gaps
(between two metallic nanostructures) of either roughened metallic surfaces [1–3] or metallic
nanoparticles randomly deposited on a surface [19–22]. The highest SERS enhancement has
been found to be in the smallest gap between two metallic nanostructures, rather than near a
sharp edge of an isolated nanostructure [17]. However in these substrates, the high SERS
enhancement occurs only at sparse hot-spots while the area-average is extremely low [17] due
to the broad and random distribution in nanoparticle/edge’s size, gap, and location which
makes it difficult to meet the stringent requirements for high SERS enhancement. To
overcome the randomness, lithography methods (e.g. nanosphere lithography, interference
lithography, EBL, etc) have been used to pattern nanostructures [23–25], yet achieved limited
success due to the insufficient resolution of these lithography methods in controlling the
geometry.
Another important factor to SERS enhancement, which has been ignored for two decades,
is the efficiency in collecting the excitation light and radiating Raman signal. The
nanoparticles are intrinsically poor light absorbers and radiators, because their sizes are much
smaller than the excitation and radiation light wavelength [26]. Thus, for the incoming
excitation light and outgoing Raman signal, only a tiny portion of them was absorbed and
radiated respectively, greatly reducing the SERS enhancement. To solve this issue, a planar
(i.e. two-dimensional (2-D)) bowtie antenna array, each with a single small gap, was proposed
and fabricated by EBL [26]. However, the SERS enhancement is not very high and the
“sparse hot-spots” problem still exists, because (a) EBL does not have a sufficient resolution
to make the a few nanometer gaps and make them accurately, and (b) even if every gap is
“hot,” the planar 2-D antenna architecture intrinsically has a very low density of the SERS
active region (gaps).
More recently, a third approach to SERS substrate is that it does not use any gaps at all but
a 3D metallic resonant cavity (antenna) for improving SERS signal uniformity. When
designed properly, such cavity antennas solely depend on the cavity to effectively absorb and
trap the incoming light to increase SERS enhancement. The examples of such cavities include
the inverted pyramids and the nanopin [27,28]. Because these cavity antennas do not have any
small gaps for enhancing local E-field, their SERS enhancement is limited. Furthermore,
currently these antenna have a unit cell of 1-2 µm pitch, which is comparable to a diffractionlimited excitation laser probe spot size, leading to a large signal variation unless the laser
probe area is expended to tens of microns diameter, which could significantly slows down the
measurement speed [28].
2. New SERS substrate architecture: 3-D cavity nanoantenna coupled with plasmonic
nanodots through nanogaps
Our SERS architecture puts dense plasmonic nanodots inside dense a 3-D cavity nanoantenna
array and couples the nanoantnnas with the nanodots as well as the nanodots themselves
through nanogaps. One implementation of such architecture is the structure, termed “diskcoupled dots-on-pillar antenna-array” (D2PA), that has a high-density and high-efficiency 3-D
cavity nanoantenna array coupled with, through nanometer gaps, high-density plasmonic
nanodots (Fig. 1) [29]. The 3-D cavity antenna array consists of a periodic dielectric pillar
array on a substrate with a metal disk on top of each pillar and a metal back-plane on the
bottom side of the pillars (each disk is exactly aligned with a hole in the backplane, as
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discussed in fabrication). The disks and the backplane provide a vertical cavity for the light,
while the periodic structure forms a lateral cavity. The dense metal nanodots are on the
sidewall of each pillar with a small gap between the edge of the disk and the nanodots as well
as between the neighboring nanodots.
The 3-D nanoantenna array plays the role of (a) collecting the incident light and focusing
it into the nanogaps, (b) increasing the total absorption of excitation light through the cavities,
and (c) increasing the efficiency of the Raman signal radiation. The plasmonic nanodots are
for creating high local fields using their small gaps with the antenna’s (disk) edge and

Fig. 1. Disk-coupled dots-on-pillar antenna (D2PA) structure for surface enhanced Raman
scattering. (a) Schematic; (b) top-view scanning electron micrograph (SEM); and (c) crosssectional SEM of a D2PA structure, which consists of dense 3-D cavity nanoantennas (a metal
disk array and a metal backplane on the top and the foot of the SiO 2 pillars respectively)
coupled to, through nanogaps, dense plasmonic nanodots on the SiO 2 pillars’ sidewall inside
the cavity.

themselves and using the nanodots’ sharp edges. The high density of the nanodots on each
pillar increases the total number of SERS active spots and also reduces SERS signal’s statistic
variation. The 3-D arrangement allows both nanodots and nanoantenna having a high density
than a 2-D structure, hence further increasing the SERS enhancements. Moreover, as
discussed later, the D2PA architecture has its SERS enhancement relatively insensitive to
certain fabrication variations, and can be fabricated precisely and simply by a new fabrication
method.
An example of the D2PAs we fabricated consists of a round SiO2 pillar of 70 nm diameter
and 130 nm height on a silicon substrate (Fig. 1b and 1c). The metallic disks, back-plane, and
nanodots are all made of Au with a disk diameter of ~100 nm, a disk and back-plane thickness
of 50 nm, and an average nanodot diameter of ~30 nm. Clearly shown in the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image (Fig. 1c), the gap between the disk and dots as well as between the
dots varies from ~1 to 10 nm. For this particular structure, the average number of gold
nanodots next to each disk antenna and on the entire pillar is estimated to be approximately 7
and 20 respectively.
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To get large SERS enhancements, we need to optimize the small gaps, the sharp edges, the
matching of the substrate surface plasmon frequency with the excitation light wavelength, the
efficiency for each nano-antennas, the effective coupling between the nano-antenna and the
gaps, the vertical and lateral resonant cavity to improve the light absorption and radiation, the
number of nano-antennas per unit area, and the number of SERS effective nanogaps per unit
area.
Clearly, the D2PA architecture not only has combined the advantages of sharp edges,
small gaps, antenna, and cavity (which used to be used separately) in one SERS structure, but
also allow high antenna density, high hot spot density, less sensitivity to fabrication errors and
easy fabrication (see below for the last two).
3. Nanofabrication combining nanoimprint with guided self-assembly
The D2PA was fabricated on 4” wafers by a new nanofabrication approach that combines
nanoimprint (top-down) [30] with guided self-assembly (bottom-up). The nanoimprint was
used to fabricate the 3-D cavity antenna and the pillar template that was later used to guide the
self-assembly of the metal dots and the small gaps. The nanoimprint molds were fabricated
without using EBL and have a size of 4 inch [31]. Such fabrication approach can be extended
to substrates much larger than 4 inch.
In one of our fabrications, the pillars were patterned first in a SiO2 layer grown on Si by
nanoimprint and reactive ion etching [31]. Then a thin gold layer was evaporated onto the
wafer in a direction normal to the wafer surface, which simultaneously deposited the gold on
the pillar top, the backplane, and the pillar sidewall. Guided by the SiO2 pillars, the gold
deposited on the pillar top and the pillar foot formed the disks and the backplane respectively,
but on the pillar sidewall the gold self-assembled into nanodots with a small gap in between
and self-aligned precisely next to the metal disk (antenna). The gold self-assembly on the
sidewall is a result of the non-wetting property of gold on SiO2 surface, the gold diffusion at
the elevated evaporation temperature, and the thin gold layer thickness.
The new fabrication approach is much simpler yet more precise than other fabrication
approaches. Not only it involves just a few steps, but also nanoimprint offers sub-2 nm
duplication accuracy [30,32], self-assembly offers a few nm gap and dense nanodot (which
are unachievable with current EBL or other writing based lithography.) The guiding in the
self-assembly “self-aligned” the nanodots at the “exact” desired locations without having any
additional precision alignment in lithographies (one of the biggest challenges in
nanofabrication.)
4. Characterization of SERS enhancement factors
We have extensively studied the effects of various parameters of the D2PA on SERS by
fabricating the D2PA with different geometries and materials, measuring SERS enhancements
in the Raman spectrum of trans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene (BPE) molecules adsorbed on the
D2PA surface (mainly by comparing the intensities of the BPE’s 1200 cm1 peaks), and
modeling with finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods. All D2PAs studied in this
paper have used the nanoantenna array of a 200 nm period.
We diced the large-area SERS substrate into small pieces of approximately 3 mm by 3
mm, and each piece was chemically pre-treated before analyte molecules were deposited and
measured. 0.182 g purified BPE was dissolved in 10 mL ethanol to form 100 mM solution,
which was then stepwise diluted to lower concentrations for SERS measurement. 2 μL BPE
solution was dropped on SERS samples using an accurate pipette, and then dried in air with
gentle nitrogen blow to obtain a uniform molecule deposition. This treatment enables us to
accurately control the total molecule numbers deposited on the SERS substrate surface with
known concentration, volume, and sample area. To calculate the enhancement on our SERS
samples, a piece of control sample without Raman enhancement, which has 50 nm aluminum
deposited on a flat glass slide by e-beam evaporation at 0.6 Å/s, was also processed in the
same way described above as the SERS samples as a reference.
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The SERS enhancements of the BPE absorbed on our samples were measured using a
commercial confocal Raman microscope equipped with a 785 nm laser (ARAMIS by Horiba)
and was compared with the aluminum reference substrate which is assumed no enhancement
to Raman signal. In our work, the analytical enhancement factor is defined as
EF 

ISERS CREF  PREF  TREF

IREF CSERS  PSERS  TSERS , where ISERS and

CSERS and CREF







IREF is the measured Raman intensity,
is the concentration of BPE solutions dropped, PSERS , PREF , TSERS and

TREF is the excitation power and exposure time, respectively on the D2PA SERS substrate and

the reference substrate.

IREF are measured
 as the area under

In the calculation of enhancement factors, ISERS and

1
BPE’s 1200 cm Raman peak fitted from the baseline-removed Raman spectra using a
Gaussian-Lorentzian lineshape. In order to achieve comparable Raman signal intensities on
various samples with significantly different Raman signal enhancements, we used different
 on different D2PA and the reference measurements.
excitation powers and exposure times

Moreover, BPE solutions applied onto the D2PA and the reference substrates have different
concentrations, i.e., 1 μM on all D2PA substrates comparing with 100 mM on reference
substrates. The measured Raman intensities were normalized with specific experimental
parameters used in each measurement. To avoid introducing measurement errors, the
microscope lens and other experimental setups are all fixed.
To handle the potential non-uniformity in the BPE molecules deposited on the reference
sample due to a possible recrystalization caused by a high concentration BPE solution, we
measured 400 points uniformly covering the whole reference sample area to obtain an average
Raman intensity as the reference used in the enhancement factor calculation.
Our Horiba Raman microscope has both (a) laser beam raster-scanning over a sampling
area and (b) stage scanning over an entire sample, together (controlled by software) providing
a powerful tool to examine the SERS enhancement uniformity of the entire sample. The laser
beam scanning area covers from the laser sport size of ~1 µm2 (stationary) to a square area up
to 100 µm by 100 µm (raster-scan). The stage scan covers an area of up to 20 mm by 20 mm
using x and y axis stepping.
Some of our major findings are given below.
5. Results and discussion
5.1 High and uniform SERS enhancement factors over large area on D2PAs
Through systematically experimental study and optimization of D2PA’s different parameters
(see section 5.2-5.6), we have achieved an area-average SERS enhancement of (i) 1.2 × 109
over the entire pattern area (total 90 measurement points) with a variation of 22.4% (defined
as the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean value of the measured Raman signal
intensities) for the D2PA with elliptical shape pillars (120 nm long, 65 nm wide, 55 nm pillar
height, and 50 nm thick Au, Fig. 2a and 2c); and (ii) 3.1 × 108 over the entire sample (1.6 mm
by 1.0 mm and total 160 measurement points) with uniformity of 25% variation on the D2PA
with round shape pillars (130 nm disk diameter, 55 nm pillar height, and 50 nm thick Au,
Fig. 2a and 2b). We attribute a higher SERS enhancement in the D2PA of elliptical pillars to a
better match between the plasmon resonant wavelength and the excitation laser [33] and to a
sharper structure edge.
It is important to note the achieved excellent uniformity of high SERS enhancement over
large area. Lacking such uniformity has hampered many SERS applications previously. For
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Fig. 2. Experimental high area-average SERS enhancement factor for BPE. (a) Typical
experimental Raman spectra on a D2PA substrate with round pillars (red) and with elliptical
pillars (blue), and on a reference flat substrate (black and its signal scaled up by 10 8).
Comparison of the areas under the BPE’s 1200 cm1 peaks gives an enhancement factors of
3.1x108 and 1.2x109 for D2PA substrates with the round and elliptical pillars respectively; (b)
and (c), top-view SEMs of the two different D2PA substrates.

the D2PA with elliptical shape pillars, the pillars with optimized elliptical long and short axis
are in 4.5 μm by 4.5 μm patches repeating every 45 μm over 4” wafer area which was
fabricated by a special EBL-free lithography method (to be reported elsewhere). For each
pattern area (4.5 µm by 4.5 µm), we measured 9 data points using a 1.5 μm by 1.5 μm beam
size at a step distance of 1.5 μm. A typical SERS enhancement variation in a patch is shown in
Fig. 3c. We measured total 10 pattern areas, hence a total of 90 data points, and have their

Fig. 3. Experimental uniformity of high SERS enhancement over large area. The mapping (a)
and the histogram (plus the Gaussian fitting) (b) of the SERS enhancements of an optimized
D2PA substrate (130 nm diameter round pillars) of 1.6 mm by 1.0 mm area using a laser spot
size of 20 μm by 20 μm and a step of 100 μm (hence 160 sampling points), showing an average
SERS enhancement of 3.1 × 108 and a variation of 25%; (c) and (d), the mapping and
histogram of SERS enhancements on a special D2PA substrate (elliptical pillars) of multiple
4.5 μm by 4.5 μm pattern areas using a laser spot size of 1.5 μm diameter and a step size of 1.5
μm (hence 9 sampling points for a given area in (c)), but the histogram and enhancement
variation calculation are based on the measurements of the 10 identical pattern areas (total 90
points) on the same sample (d.)), showing an average SERS enhancement of 1.2 × 10 9 and a
variation of 22.4%; (e) the variation of SERS enhancement versus excitation laser spot size on
a D2PA substrate with the round pillars and an area-average of SERS of 1.6 × 107 over an area
of 1.6 mm by 1.6 mm.
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distribution in Fig. 3d, which gives area-average SERS enhancement of 1.2 × 109 with the
variation is 22.4%.
For the round shape D2PA structure, they are uniform over whole 4” wafer area. We
measured the uniformity by scanning point-to-point over the entire area of 1.6 mm by 1.0 mm
using 20 μm by 20 μm probe area size and at a step distance of 100 μm (hence total 160
measurement points over the entire sample were used in calculation), giving an area-average
SERS enhancement of 3.1 × 108 with the variation of 25% (Fig. 3a and 3b). The scanned area
is slightly smaller than the total sample area to exclude the areas damaged by the sample
handling with tweezers.
Furthermore, we varied the equivalent laser probe spot size by raster-scanning the laser
beam within a predefined probe area and found that the variation of the area-average SERS
enhancement in our D2PA samples is independent of the equivalent excitation laser beam spot
sizes we used. For example, for a D2PA with round pillars and an average of SERS
enhancement factor of 1.6 × 107, when the probe area is changed from ~1 to 10,1000 μm2 and
the stage scan is 1.6 mm by 1.6 mm at the center of a 3 mm by 3mm sample (measured 64
points at a 200 µm step), the SERS enhancement variation stays at a constant 15% (Fig. 3e).
5.2 Effects of nanodots
We studied the effect of the nanodots on SERS enhancement by making the D2PA samples
with and nearly without nanodots in the same fabrication except one step. The SERS
measurements show that the D2PA with nanodots has a SERS enhancement ~7 times higher
than that nearly without nanodots (Fig. 4a). We attribute the higher SERS enhancement to a
significantly higher local electrical field generated between the disk rim and a nanodot and
between nanodots.
To further investigate the effects of the nanodots, we used numerical simulation with a
commercial 3-D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) solver from Lumerical Solutions. In
the simulation, the incident plane wave propagates from the top of the D2PA normal to the
nanodisks and the polarization aligns with the nanodots on the pillar sidewall (Fig. 4b), and
the refractive indices of gold was the experimentally measured values. The thickness of the
gold nanodisk and gold back plane is 50 nm. The diameters of the pillar and the nanodisk are
70 nm and 100 nm, respectively. The ellipsoidal nanodot on the side wall of the pillar has
diameters of 15 nm, 30 nm, and 30 nm in x, y, and z directions, respectively (x direction is
normal to pillar sidewall and z direction is the normal of the sample surface). The gap
between the nanodot and nanodisk is 3 nm. Two nanodots are placed symmetrically on each

Fig. 4. Comparison of Raman signals from D2PA samples with dots and nearly no dots. (a)
Experimental Raman spectrum of BPE molecules adsorbed on the D2PA samples with
nanodots shows approximately 7 times stronger signal than that from the D2PA samples with
nearly no dots. (b) FDTD simulation shows that the electrical field around the disk is
significantly stronger in the D2PA with nanodot than that without nanodots. (c) The 4th power
of the ratio of local electrical field (midway between the disk and the nanodot) to the incident
field as a function of incident light wavelength. The simulation also shows the resonant
wavelength of the D2PA does not change much with the existence of nanodots.
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pillar sidewall in the x direction, which is the same as the incident polarization direction. The
simulation of the fourth order of the local field enhancement versus incident wavelength
(Fig. 4c) shows that the simulated local enhancement at the midpoint of the gap is two orders
of magnitude higher in the structure with the nanodots than without the nanodots. Note that
the enhancement at the midpoint is the highest in a SERS structure, and the experiment
measures the average local field enhancements over the entire probe area rather than a point,
hence the measured average enhancement (which is 7 in our case) is much less than the
simulated enhancement at the middle of the gap.
Another important finding in our simulation is that the resonant frequency of a D2PA for
the EM enhancement, which is defined as the frequency/wavelength that gives the highest
electrical field at the midpoint between the disk rim and the neighboring nanodot, is nearly
independent of the size and the number of nanodots or the size of nanogaps, but the disk
diameter (Fig. 4c). We attribute this mainly to the 3-D arrangement of the nanodisks and the
nanodots. Since the nanodots are underneath and blocked by the nanodisk antenna, the
interaction between the incident light and the nanodisk antenna is dominant and the size of the
nanodisk is the key factor to determine the resonance frequency of the D2PA structure. This
finding is significant for achieving a high SERS enhancement, lessening the SERS
enhancement sensitivity to the structure variation, and minimizing the “sparse hot-spots”
problem, as discussed later.
5.3 Effects of disk diameter
The disk diameter effects on SERS enhancement were studied by fabricating D2PA samples
with disk diameters ranging from 50 nm to 190 nm while fixing the pitch at 200 nm and the
pillar height at 130 nm. Raman measurements were conducted at both 632 nm and 785 nm
excitation wavelengths respectively (Fig. 5). At 632nm excitation, the strongest enhancement
was observed on 110 nm diameter D2PA structures while this optimal diameter shifted to 130
nm for a 785 nm excitation. A similar trend was also seen in our simulation of the electric
field at the midpoint between the disk and a nanodot. We attribute the strongest SERS
enhancement to the matching between the plasmon resonant wavelength and the excitation
laser wavelength. It makes sense that for a fixed disk thickness, a larger disk diameter has a

Fig. 5. Experimental Raman signal intensity of BPE’s 1200 cm1 peak versus the nanodisk
diameter on D2PA substrates. (a) Top-view SEMs of D2PA structures with different disk
diameters. (b) The BPE’s 1200 cm1 peak intensity versus the nanodisk diameter at 632 nm and
785 nm laser excitation wavelengths respectively.

larger aspect ratio and hence a longer plasmon resonant wavelength.
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The experiments further show that a change of the disk average diameter by +/20 nm
(without changing other parameters) causes a change in SERS enhancement of 10 × (1,000%),
giving an average ~50% change per 1 nm error (i.e. ~1% relative error) in the disk diameter.
For a disk diameter of ~100 nm, nanoimprint offers 1-2 nm duplication accuracy. This means
D2PA architecture is far less sensitive to the fabrication error and intrinsically favor
deterministic SERS enhancement and large-area uniformity.
5.4 Effects of pillar height
We investigated the effect of the pillar height on SERS enhancement by fabricating D2PA
structures with different SiO2 pillar heights while fixing the disk diameter at 100 nm and the
gold thicknesses at 50 nm (Fig. 6). As the pillar height is reduced from 86 nm, the Raman
signal (hence the enhancement factor) increases gradually, and reaches the highest intensity
(increased more than 100%) at the pillar height of ~55 nm, giving an average 6% change in
the SERS enhancement per 1 nm change in pillar height.
We attribute the pillar height effect to a dominant coupling between the disk and the
backplane. We noticed that at the pillar height that gives the highest enhancement, the gap
between the top disk and backplane becomes very small and comparable to the gap between
nanodots on the sidewall, therefore significantly increase the backplane’s contributions to the
SERS enhancement. Further lowering pillar height below 55 nm will likely induce electrical
shorting between the top nanodisk antenna and the backplane, therefore causing the Raman
signal to drop significantly, as we have observed experimentally.

Fig. 6. Experimental Raman signal intensity of BPE’s 1200 cm1 peak versus the pillar height
of D2PA substrate. The max intensity is observed at 55 nm pillar height and is approximately
two times stronger than at 85 nm pillar height.

5.5 Effects of backplane
The backplane plays an important role in the SERS enhancement observed in the D2PA. First,
the metal backplane and the metal disks form a vertical plasmonic cavity, which helps
collecting the incident excitation light and radiating Raman signal. Second, the metal
backplane can enhance the electrical field near the disk. And third, the backplane also can
help lateral coupling between the pillars. All factors can contribute to enhance SERS signal.
Our FDTD simulation shows that for the pillar with a single dot and 3 nm gap and the gap
between gold disk and gold back plane of 70 nm., the |Eloc/E0|4 (where Eloc and E0 are the
local electric field at the middle of the gap and the incident light respectively) is six times
higher with the metal backplane than without (Fig. 7). The simulation also shows that the
resonant peak has a slight red shift when the metal back plane is used. The simulated red shift
is less prominent than that in case of metal nanowire array with a metal back plane [34],
because of less coupling (i.e. larger spacing between the front plane and the back plane).
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Fig. 7. FDTD simulation of backplane effect. The 4th power of the ratio of local electrical field
(midway between the disk and the nanodot) to the incident field as a function of incident light
wavelength, showing the D2PA substrates with the gold backplane can be over an order of
magnitude higher for that without the backplane.

5.6 Surface plasmon resonant frequency and fabrication requirements
To achieve a high and uniform SERS enhancement, it is essential to have a new SERS
substrate architecture that is far less sensitive to fabrication errors than the current
architectures. For examples, in nanoparticle-based SERS substrates, it is well known that the
plasmon resonant frequency is very sensitive to the dot size, the nanogap size, and the number
of nanodots, and hence is very difficult to control, because 1 nm fabrication variation, which
is hard to achieve [16], already presents tens percent variation in size for a 10 nm nanodot size
and sub-5 nm gap size.
On the other hand, the resonant frequency of in the D2PA, which is primarily determined
by the disk diameter but not the dot size, dot number, and gap size, is much easier to control
by fabrication. A few nanometer fabrication variation for a disk size of ~100 nm (about one
order of magnitude or more larger than the nanoparticles) means only a few percent in relative
disk size changes and can be satisfied in the fabrication such as nanoimprint.
6. Conclusion
In summary, we have proposed and demonstrated a new SERS substrate architecture and a
new nanofabrication for the architecture, which have led to the achievement of an areaaverage SERS enhancement of 1.2 × 109 and large-area uniformity with the variation of less
than 25%. The new SERS substrate architecture considers the factors of high antenna
efficiency, high antenna density, high nanodot density (for both high SERS signal and less
statistical variations), better antenna-nanodot coupling, and less sensitivity to fabrication
variation into consideration, in additional to the traditional consideration of small gaps and
sharp edges. The SERS substrate architecture has been implemented into a structure, D2PA,
which has a 3-D resonant cavity antenna (disk-backplane for vertical cavity and periodic
structure for lateral cavity) of high density (due to 3-D structure and small foot-print) coupled
to dense nanodots effectively (through small nanogaps). The plasmon resonant frequency of
the D2PA was found to be primarily dependent on the disk diameter, nearly independent on
the size and number of the nanodots and the nanogap, and weakly dependent on the pillar
height (for taller pillar). Since the disk diameter is an order of magnitude larger than the
nanodots, the SERS enhancement in the D2PA architecture is less sensitive to the fabrication
error than conventional nanoparticle based SERS substrates. The new nanofabrication
approach, which is simple, no alignment, no EBL, yet precise and suited for large area, uses
nanoimprint to fabricate the 3-D cavity antenna and the templates (pillar) for guiding selfassembly of nanodots and the guided self-assembly to create the metal dots and the small gaps
and self-align them with the antennas. We believe the results presented here can be further
improved. And both new SERS architecture and new fabrication method can be generalized to
future design and fabrication of other high and uniform SERS substrates and new plasmonic
systems, and significantly advance the application of SERS and other plasmonic effects.
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